
One of the most beautiful and versatile seating systems ever conceived, Zola breaks new ground as a high-
style, high-function solution for corporate, healthcare, educational and public spaces. With superb continuity 
and an extensive product offering, it seamlessly ranges from freestanding soft seating and tables to a wide 
array of modular and linked groupings.

ZOL3 M1111
1 Seat, Arms

ZOL3 MB1111
Bariatric, Arms

ZOL3 M2111
2 Seat, Arms

ZOL3 M3111
3 Seat, Arms

ZOL3 M1101
1 Seat, Armless

ZOL3 MB1101
Bariatric, Armless

ZOL3 M2101
2 Seat, Armless

ZOL3 M3101
3 Seat, Armless

ZOL3 M1201
Wood Back

ZOL3 M1301
Wood Back, UPH Pad

ZOL3 M1401
Painted Back

ZOL3 M1501
Painted Back, UPH Pad

ZOL3 MS11
1 Seat Bench

ZOL3 MS21
2 Seat Bench

ZOL3 MS31
3 Seat Bench

All products are air emissions certified and are available as FSC® certified

Bariatric, Armless

Bariatric, 1 Arm

ZOLA MODULAR
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See also the complementing designs of the Zola Lounge
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TABLET
Optional Tablets are available on Zola Modular in 
veneer, glass, plastic laminate and Palette solid 
color finishes.

CLEAN OUT & ARM CAP OPTION
A clean-out space between the seat and back 
makes for easier cleaning and maintenance. An 
optional urethane arm cap provides durability and 
assists with infection control.

WALL SAVER
The angle of the Zola Lounge back and the rear 
legs are designed to keep the back away from 
the wall, to prevent wear and damage to both 
the chairs and to the walls of the room.

OPTIONAL UPHOLSTERED PAD
An upholstered pad is available on wood and 
palette finished backs.

RECONFIGURABILITY
Table-to-seat and seat-to-seat connections are 
designed for easy reconfiguring - tables and seats 
are not marred or damaged when connected, and 
re-connected.

Zola is designed to enable change: components are inter-changeable, reconfigurable, and replaceable. Metal 
to metal bracketry and frames are designed for fast, easy reconfiguring, and new components can be added 
at any time. Its unique leveller provides exceptional levelling capability over large spans, and on uneven floors. 
An heavy duty casters provide seating with mobility.

Zola has been designed for healthcare and other intensive use environments, with some important features: 
removable and replaceable upholstery covers, an anti-microbial finish, a standard clean-out between the seat 
and back, and a urethane arm cap. Modular construction provides for complete cleaning and disinfecting of 
the entire unit, and GREENGUARD™ indoor air quality certfication, make Zola an excellent solution for healthy 
spaces and caregiving environments. Baratric sizes are included in the offering.

POWERDOC
The flush-mounted PowerDoc provides dual  
power/USB outlets for multiple devices. It can be  
located on either side of the seat, seat front,  as well  
as on the front face of tables as standard.


